tered by a hand grenade. I mean it in a double or triple
sense—of awesome^ indestructible beauty, of cosmic vio-
lation, of world ruin suspended in the sky like a fatal
omen, of the eternality of beauty even when blasted and
desecrated. "As above so below," runs the famous saying
of Hermes Trismegistus. To see the Pleiades through a
powerful telescope is to sense the sublime and awesome
truth of these words. In his highest flights, musical and
architectural .above all, for they are one, man gives* the
illusion of rivalling the order, the majesty and the splen-
dor of the heavens; in his fits of destruction the evil and
the desolation which he spreads seems incomparable until
we reflect on the great stellar shake-ups brought on by
the mental aberrations of the unknown Wizard. Our hosts
seemed impervious to such reflections 3. they spoke know-
ingly of weights, distances, substances, etc. They were
removed from the normal activities of their fellow-men
in a quite different way from ourselves. For them beauty
was incidental, for us everything. For them the physico-
' rpathematical world palped, calibred, weighed and trans-
mitted by their instruments was reality itself, the stars
and planets mere proof of their excellent anii infallible
reasoning. Fo.r Durrell and myself reality lay wholly
beyond the reach of their puny instruments which in
themselves were nothing more than clumsy reflections of
their drcumscribed imagination locked forever in the hy-
pothetical prison of logic. Their astronomical figures and
calculations; intended to impress and overawe us, only
caused us to srnile indulgently or to very impolitely laugh
outright at them. Speaking for myself, facts and figures
have always left me unimpressed. A light year is no more
impressive to me than a second, or a split second. This is
a game for the feeble-minded which can go on ad nau-
seam backwards and forwards without taking us any-
where. Similarly I am not more convinced of the reality

